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ABSTRACT The trajectory data of vessel AIS (automatic identification system) has important theoretical 

and application value for information supporting decisions. However, large sizes lead to difficulties in 

storing, querying, and processing. To solve the problems of high compression ratio and longtime 

consumption of the existing online trajectory compression algorithm, an SPM (scan-pick-move) trajectory 

data compression algorithm added sliding window is proposed. In order to better compress vessel trajectory 

data regarding compression efficiency, the sliding window is added to the classical SPM algorithm. In order 

to reduce trajectory data storage space, the maximum offset distance reference trajectory point is used as the 

criterion of whether the current trajectory point can be compressed. In this paper, the multi-dimensional 

space-time characteristics of trajectory data, such as distance error, compression ratio and compression time, 

are selected to evaluate the trajectory compression method from three levels: geometric characteristics, 

motion characteristics and compression efficiency. Compared with the existing SPM trajectory data 

compression algorithm, parallel experiments are conducted based on AIS data gathered over the duration of 

a month in the Japan Osaka Bay. The SPM trajectory compression algorithm added sliding window can 

significantly reduce the compression time and outperforms other existing trajectory compression algorithms 

in term of average compression error at high compression strengths. Also, the proposed method has high 

compression efficiency in the range of commonly used compression thresholds. 

INDEX TERMS AIS data, compression ratio, scan-pick-move, Sliding Window, vessel trajectory 

compression 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The automatic identification system (AIS) is becoming more 

and more convenient and efficient in ship navigation, 

monitoring and traffic flow research. According to SOLAS 

Convention, since 2002, more ships have been forced to 

install AIS equipment [1]. After nearly ten years of 

construction, the basic network framework of coastal AIS 

base stations have been formed. With the increase of the 

number of shipborne terminals, the frequent transmission of 

equipment information and the improvement of the collection 

base station, a large number of vessels AIS trajectory data 

have been generated. Such abundant AIS data can open up 

various research directions including visualization for 

detecting spatial distribution regularities in vessels, abnormal 

detection for maritime control, collision avoidance decision 

making and environmental protection [2-7]. A common task 

for all the AIS data studies corresponds to preprocessing 

massive historical records. An AIS message is transmitted by 

a ship at frequent intervals of approximately 2s–6min as 

shown in Table Ⅰ [8]. However, the frequency of the clear 

change in speed and course is significantly lower than the 

recording rate. Consequently, most information in the raw 

AIS data is redundant in AIS trajectories that consist of 

massive similar trajectory points. To reduce the cost of 

storage and computing in data processing and to satisfy the 

response time requirement, compression of the vessel 

trajectory data is usually used before the detailed applications 

[9-11]. Trajectory data compression refers to the use of 
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detection to eliminate redundant points in trajectory points. 

After eliminating redundant compression, the potential data 

mining speed of the same trajectory data is greatly improved. 
TABLE Ⅰ 

UPLOAD TIME INTERVAL OF AIS DATA. 

Ship motion state Time interval 

Anchoring or berthing with moving speed 

no greater than 3kn 
3min 

Anchoring or berthing with moving speed 

greater than 3kn 
10s 

0~14kn 10s 

0 ~ 14kn and change course 3  s 

14~23kn 6s 

14~23kn and change course 2s 

>23kn 2s 

>23kn and change course 2s 

One of the key bottlenecks of trajectory big data is the 

limitation of trajectory analysis, mining and application due 

to the massive data scale [12-15]. The purpose of trajectory 

data compression is to remove redundant location points on 

the premise of retaining the information contained in the data, 

so as to reduce the amount of data and the storage space 

occupied by the data. But at the same time of simplifying 

data points, a certain amount of information will be lost and 

some risks will be brought. Therefore, various methods of 

trajectory data compression are the focus of trajectory big 

data research. The classic algorithm in the field of trajectory 

compression is the Douglas-Peucker (DP) algorithm 

proposed by Douglas in 1973[16]. DP algorithm is an off-

line batch processing algorithm. It needs to collect the 

complete trajectory and then compress the data. In the field 

of vessel trajectory compression, most scholars improve the 

Douglas-Peucker algorithm. Etienne [17] et al. reduced the 

number of positions of a trajectory by adopting the DP 

algorithm filter while retaining only the virtual positions. 

Their purpose was to optimize the calculation time of traffic 

flow pattern recognition. They did experiments on 104201 

records of 506 trajectories, with a compression ratio of 

84.54% at a threshold of 10 meters. De Vries and Van 

Someren [18] used DP algorithm to retain the stop and move 

information on the ship's trajectory better. Zhang [19] et al. 

proposed a method to determine the maximum value to select 

a suitable threshold compression algorithm to ensure that the 

simplified point is within the threshold range. Zhao [20] 

proposed a path simplification method combining vessel 

trajectory and DP algorithm, which significantly reduced the 

compression time under high compression strength. Singh 

[21] put forward a kind of SPM (scan-pick-move) algorithm 

in 2017. SPM algorithm uses the idea of DP algorithm to 

adjust the baseline selection method of error measurement 

and compares the error of trajectory points in turn. Han [22] 

et al. put forward to transform trajectory into space path and 

time series, and compress data in space and time at the same 

time. Most of the research on the compression algorithm 

which scientists and practitioners focus on are the road 

vehicle trajectory, offline compression, fixed graphics, terrain 

boundary line and graphics display [23-27], while the 

research on the online compression of vessel trajectory data 

is relatively less. Hershkovits [28] add non-progressive 

coding to the sliding window algorithm to reduce the system 

resource consumption and compress the data.  

With the improvement of AIS infrastructure and the 

development of AIS technology, AIS big data has become a 

development trend, and will eventually reach a level that 

computers can not directly store, which is exactly the biggest 

drawback of offline compression algorithm, only the data 

that has been collected completely can be compressed. 

Therefore, in this paper, according to the characteristics of 

vessel trajectory data, the online compression algorithm is 

used to improve the existing SPM compression algorithm. 

Our contributions can be summarized as follows: 

One compression technique is proposed, namely ISW-SPM 

(scan-pick-move Algorithm added Sliding Window), in order 

to maintain a flexible and condense representation of AIS 

trajectories.  

The maximum offset distance reference trajectory point is 

used as the criterion of whether the current trajectory point 

can be compressed.  

Compression results of single vessel trajectory in different 

compression thresholds are compared in the Sliding Window, 

SPM, ISW, and ISW-SPM algorithms. 

An extensive experimental study based on AIS data set in 

Osaka Bay provides concrete evidence that even after 

applying compression trajectories, high-quality feature points 

may still be attained in approximate evaluation by adding 

sliding window. In the data set, compression ratio, 

compression time and average error of multiple trajectories 

compression in different compression thresholds are also 

compared in the SPM, ISW, and ISW-SPM algorithms.  

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. In section 2, 

the method for simplifying vessel trajectory based on the 

Sliding Window algorithm, SPM algorithm and SPM 

algorithm added Sliding Window are proposed. In section 3, 

basic information of AIS data is introduced and show the 

experimental results. Section 4 gives the discussion about the 

experimental results of three compression algorithms, and the 

conclusions are discussed in section 5. 
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

AIS data is complex and difficult to extract. In the analysis 

and research of the moving trajectory, only the information 

points that accurately describe the moving trajectory need to 

be stored, which are called the feature points. Other data 

points can be simplified, which is the basic idea of the 

trajectory data compression. AIS data preprocessing is the 

premise of trajectory data compression. 

A. AIS DATA PREPROCESSING 

AIS data includes ship MMSI, UTC time, longitude, latitude, 

speed, course, ship type, AIS berth type and other dynamic 

and static data. This paper takes ship longitude and latitude 

data as the research object to carry out the research of vessel 

AIS trajectory compression algorithm. 
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(1) Trajectory separation 

The specific process of ship trajectory separation is 

divided into two steps: separating the data of different ships; 

separating the data of different trajectories of the same ship. 

MMSI number is the only identification of a ship, which can 

be used as the basis for separating different ships; the ship's 

trajectory is not continuous in different time periods, and the 

same ship's different trajectory can be separated according to 

AIS data timestamp. 

(2) Time interval standardization 

There are standard specifications for the time interval of 

AIS data transmission; however, there are many cases that 

the time interval of collected AIS data is inconsistent with the 

standards. In addition, there are few ships equipped with 

high-cost gyrocompass in the inland river, and the change of 

AIS message transmission time caused by the change of ship 

course is rare according to the statistical results of AIS data 

in Osaka Bay and the time interval of AIS data transmission. 

(3) Data cleaning 

The longitude and latitude data of vessel AIS are derived 

from GPS. In GPS relative positioning, the observation value 

may have errors. In the previous research [29], the abnormal 

points of trajectory have been eliminated according to 

conditions in Table Ⅱ. This paper will not repeat the cleaning 

algorithm. Only after cleaning, the data can be compressed to 

ensure the accuracy of compression. 
TABLE Ⅱ 

CONDITIONS OF SEGMENT DATA[29] 

Condition name Value Condition name Value 

Upper bound of speed 

threshold 

40kn Lower bound of speed 

threshold 

15kn 

Upper bound of 

differential threshold 
0 

Lower bound of 

differential threshold 
15 

Global speed multiplier 5 Piecewise speed 

multiplier 

7 

Global difference 

multiplier 

5 Piecewise difference 

multiplier 

7 

Minimum points of 

segment 

7 Maximum points of 

segment 

31 

Minimum duration of 

segment 

20s Maximum duration of 

segment 

5 min  

After data preprocessing, a large number of trajectory 

segments can be got and Figure 1 is the display of randomly 

extracted trajectory of 100 trajectories in Osaka Bay.  

FIGURE 1. Trajectories in Osaka Bay 

B. CLASSIC SLIDING WINDOW COMPRESSION 
ALGORITHM 

The core of the classic Sliding Window compression 

algorithm is to process only three points all the time, and use 

the idea of gradual compression to transmit the data in the 

form of a stream for online compression [30]. For example, 

the initial window is ( 1P , 2P , 3P ) and 1P  is the initial point, 

which is set as the key feature point to keep; calculate the  

Euclidean vertical distance between the point 2P  and the line 

between two endpoints; if it is greater than the specified 

threshold value, the 2P  is marked as the key feature point, 

the window slides and adds 4P , the current window is 

updated to ( 2P , 3P , 4P ), and 4P  becomes the new sliding 

starting point to gradually compress; calculate the Euclidean 

vertical distance between 3P  and 2 4P P  line again and if it is 

less than the preset threshold distance, discard the middle 

point 3P  and add 5P ; update the current window to 

( 2P , 4P , 5P ); and so on, keep 4P , 5P , 6P , delete 7P , and 

update the window to ( 6P , 8P , 9P ). Figure 2 shows the 

classic sliding window compression algorithm. 

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5
P6

P7

P8

P9 P10

P11

P12

FIGURE 2. Classic Sliding Window compression algorithm 

C. SPM COMPRESSION ALGORITHM 

This algorithm is developed in the process of finding a faster 

off-line compression algorithm. SPM stands for Scan, Pick 

and Move. The SPM algorithm works in Figure 3 [21]: only 

on the trajectory data whose points are sorted in order of time, 

can it work like AIS trajectory; draw a straight line 

1 12P P− between the first and last points of the trajectory; all 

the intermediate points are scanned in sequence, and only the 

point whose vertical distance 2d  from the line is greater than 

the threshold value   are selected; the line moves to a new 

position by joining the newly picked point 2P  and the end 

point of the trajectory; and like this, 3d  , 5d  ,all the 

intermediate points ( 3d ) between the start and the picked 

point are discarded; the line continues to move. Repeat 

processing until all points are scanned. The start point, all 

pick points, and end point define the compressed trajectory. 

The algorithm runs in linear time ( )O n . 
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FIGURE 3. SPM compression algorithm 

D. SPM COMPRESSION ALGORITHM ADDED SLIDING 
WINDOW 

The classic compression algorithms usually study the vehicle 

trajectory, display graphics and terrain boundary lines, only 

considering the compression of position information, while 

the ship itself is sailing in viscous liquid, with high 

uncertainty and poor maneuverability. In addition, there are 

also many characteristics such as turning limit, speed limit, 

AIS information loss. Whether it is the Douglas-Pecuker 

trajectory data compression algorithm, the classic sliding 

window trajectory data compression algorithm or the SPM 

compression algorithm, the vertical distance of the trajectory 

point offset from the trajectory direction is used as the 

selection standard of the trajectory feature points. However, 

when there is a change between the start trajectory point and 

the end trajectory point, it is necessary to calculate the 

vertical distance from all trajectory points to the starting and 

ending trajectory points, which increases the complexity and 

affects the efficiency of the algorithm [31]. To solve this 

problem, the maximum offset distance reference trajectory 

point in the sliding window is proposed as the criterion of 

whether the current trajectory point to be compressed can be 

compressed. In this way, when there is a change between the 

start trajectory point and the end trajectory point of the 

sliding window, only the vertical distance between the 

reference trajectory point of the maximum offset distance 

and the current trajectory point to be compressed and the 

straight line between the start trajectory point and the end 

trajectory point need to be calculated, so as to significantly 

reduce the complexity of the algorithm and the compression 

processing time. In the algorithm, the vertical distance from 

the point to the line need to be calculated. Take curd  

calculation of vertical distance from current point curP  to 

line start endP P−  as an example. According to the principle 

of plane analytic geometry, the calculation formula of 

vertical distance curd  is as follows: 

2 2= ( ) ( )
cur cur cur curcur P P P Pd x x y y − + −  (1) 

Where curP  is the vertical coordinate from curP  to the line 

start endP P− , and its position coordinate is given by (2) and 

(3) [32]: 
2

2

( )
=

1

cur cur start start

cur

P P P P

P

x K y y K x
x

K


+  − + 

+
 (2) 

= ( )
cur cur cur startP P P Py x K x x +  −  (3) 

Where, 
end start

end start

P P

P P

y y
K

x x

−
=

−
, similarly, maximum offset 

distance md  can be calculated. 

As shown in Figure 3, the sliding window of current 

trajectory data compression is ( ) , , ,start cur end mW P P P P= , 

where endP  depends on the given window size l  and the 

number of trajectory points L , that is 

min( , )end start l L= + . Calculate the vertical distance 

curd and md  from points curP  and mP  to line start endP P−  

respectively. If curd  or md  is greater than the threshold , it 

means that the trajectory point is far away from the trajectory 

direction, and the trajectory cannot be approximately fitted, 

then add curP  to the trajectory set Q . And then make 

start curP P= , meanwhile set a new sliding window. 

Otherwise, startP  does not change, curP  of the sliding 

window is moved back one point along the trajectory 

sequence, and whether mP  needs to be updated is 

determined according to the size of curd  and md . For a new 

sliding window, repeat the above process until the 

compression process is finished. In this way, in the 

processing of each sliding window, it is not necessary to 

calculate the vertical distance from other trajectory points 
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between startP  and endP  to the straight line start endP P− . 

Although there will be some distance errors as shown in 

formula (6), it greatly improves the efficiency of the 

algorithm and reduces the complexity of the algorithm. 
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FIGURE 4. ISW-SPM compression algorithm 

By introducing the maximum offset distance point mP  as the 

reference trajectory point of the SPM algorithm, this paper 

provides the discrimination condition of feature point 

selection, and sets the corresponding threshold   of 

trajectory compression distance according to the actual 

situation. If the current point curP  to be compressed meets 

any of the following conditions, this point will be taken as 

the feature point: 

Condition 1: the vertical distance from mP  to line 

start endP P−  is greater than the given threshold   

Condition 2: the vertical distance from curP  to line 

start endP P−  is greater than the given threshold   

The pseudo code of SPM algorithm based on adding 

sliding window is summarized in Algorithm 1: 

Algorithm 1 ()Compress  

Input: trajectory set to be compressed    iP P= , 

threshold of trajectory compression distance  , window size 

l ,the number of trajectory points L  

Output: List of feature points Q  

{ 

 1  Q P=  

Sliding Window ( )2   ,  ,  ,start l mW P P P P= ， 

start=1,end=2 =0mP,  

Do 

curd  = vertical distance ( curP , line start endP P− ) 

md  = vertical distance ( mP , line start endP P− ) 

( )         cur mif d L or d L  // judge feature 

points 

 then  

 curQ Q P=   // add curP  in feature point list 

 1   ,  ,  ,0cur start start lW P P P+ +=   // set a new 

sliding window 

 end if  

( )     cur mif d L and d L   

( )     cur mif d d then  

  m curP P=   // update mP  based on distance 

 end if  

 end if  

} ( )   while end n  

return Q  

Time complexity analysis: the time complexity of the 

algorithm is ( )O n , and n  is the total number of trajectory 

points to be compressed. 

III.  RESULTS 

A.  EXPERIMENTAL DATA SET AND EXPERIMENTAL 
ENVIRONMENT 

In order to verify the performance and effectiveness of the 

SPM compression algorithm added Sliding Window, more 

than 300 ships of Japan Osaka Bay are used to collect data 
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sets over a period of time. The single vessel trajectory is the 

AIS data randomly selected from a ship in the data set 

between 2018-01-01,00:00:00 and 2018-02-01,00:00:00, and 

the ship's MMSI (Maritime Mobile Service Identify) is 

431000331. The ship position, ship speed and other 

information in AIS data will be greatly changed due to 

equipment, signal drift and other reasons. In order to ensure 

the availability of data, it is necessary to preprocess the data. 

After transcoding and preprocess, the data format needed in 

this paper is shown in Table Ⅲ [36]. For multiple vessel 

trajectories, 300 ships with more frequent activities are 

extracted from the data set to obtain the motion trajectory 

data for one month, with a total of 1402015 trajectory points. 

The experiment is carried out in Windows 10 system, the 

algorithm is written in Python language, version 3.7, 

developed in PyCharm IDE. 
TABLE Ⅲ.  

TRANSCODED AIS DATA. 

DATE TIME messageID MMSI 

2018/5/1 0:00:02 1 431006467 

2018/5/1 0:00:02 1 636091407 

2018/5/1 0:00:03 1 565694000 

2018/5/1 0:00:04 1 431000613 

2018/5/1 0:00:08 1 431003155 

2018/5/1 0:00:09 1 441568000 

 
SOG/kn 

LON/deg 
LAT/deg 

10.9 
135.2502633 

34.69016167 

11 
135.1633017 

34.59303167 

11.8 
134.9719217 

34.10307333 

11.4 
135.31627 

34.62358 

12.5 
135.097225 

34.20200167 

13.3 
135.0946333 

34.59061667 

B. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION CRITERIA 

In order to evaluate the compression effect, the most 

common performance evaluation methods are used: 

compression time T, compression ratio R, compression error 

E [33]. They are defined as follows: 

Compression time T: Time before compression 1T  and 

time after compression 2T . 

2 1     T T T= −  (4) 

Compression ratio R: The number of trajectory points 

before compression M  and after compression N . 

1- 100%
N

R
M

= （ ）  (5) 

Distance error E: The average distance between the non-

feature point and its two adjacent feature points, kl  is the 

distance between the non-feature point k  and the adjacent 

feature points. 

1

1 k M N

k

k

E l
M N

= −

=

=
−

  (6) 

C. Compression effect 

(1) Compression results of single vessel trajectory 

According to experience, the maximum threshold which 

satisfies the error ratio of less than 5% is selected, then the 

four thresholds of ship 431000331’s single trajectory are 

(0.9,4.70%), (13,4.57%), (10,4.29%), (14,4.00%). The results 

show that the threshold value and the average error are linear 

on the whole, but not strictly linear growth. The selections of 

threshold values are shown in the Figure 5 and 6. 

 
(a)Maximum threshold of Sliding Window 

 
(b) Maximum threshold of SPM 
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(c) Maximum threshold of Improved Sliding Window (ISW) 

 
(d) Maximum threshold of SPM added Sliding Window (ISW-SPM) 

FIGURE 5. Selection of maximum threshold value(X/m,Y/m). 

Next, take the maximum thresholds of four algorithms to 

compress the trajectory of ship 431000331. The compression 

results of single vessel trajectory are shown in the figure 6. 

 
(a)Original trajectory 

 
(b) Sliding Window compression trajectory 

 
(c) SPM compression trajectory 

 
(d) Improved Sliding Window (ISW) compression trajectory 
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(e) SPM added Sliding Window (ISW-SPM) compression trajectory 

FIGURE 6. Compression results of single vessel trajectory(X/deg,Y/deg). 

It can be seen from figure 6 that after the compression of 

single vessel trajectory, the SPM algorithm added sliding 

window can obtain better compression accuracy. The number 

of original trajectory points and various compression 

algorithms are as follows: the number of original trajectory 

points is 597, the number of trajectory points compressed by 

the Sliding Window algorithm is 192, points compressed by 

the SPM algorithm is 397, points compressed by the 

improved Sliding Window algorithm is 93, and points 

compressed by the SPM algorithm adding sliding window is 

154. In addition, the compression time of the four algorithms 

are as follows: 174ms (sliding window algorithm), 9.3ms 

(SPM algorithm), 269ms (improved sliding window 

algorithm), 18ms (SPM algorithm with sliding window 

added). The number of compression points of the SPM 

algorithm is larger than that of Sliding Window algorithm, 

although the algorithms have the same time complexity, the 

compression time of the SPM algorithm is much shorter than 

that of the Sliding Window algorithm. The comparison 

results are shown in Table Ⅳ.  
TABLE Ⅳ.  

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF SINGLE VESSEL TRAJECTORY. 

Algorithm 
Original  

points 

Points after 

compression 

Compression 

time 

Sliding 

Window 597 192 174ms 

SPM 
597 397 9.3ms 

ISW 
597 93 269ms 

ISW-SPM 
597 154 18ms 

The improved sliding window algorithm has the highest 

accuracy and better reflects the original trajectory 

characteristics, but the compression time is longer than the 

other three algorithms. The proposed algorithm in this paper 

reduces part of the compression time but obtains better 

compression accuracy and good compression. 

(2) Compression results of multiple vessel trajectories 

In order to comprehensively analyze the consistency of 

error loss of trajectory compression algorithm on multiple 

compression scales, multiple scales of 5m, 10m, 20m, 30m, 

40m and 50m are selected as the compression threshold 

parameters. The applicable algorithms are SPM algorithm, 

improved Sliding Window algorithm and SPM algorithm 

added sliding window. Table Ⅴ shows the results of different 

algorithms under different compression thresholds. The 

compression time T, compression ratio R, compression error 

E are calculated according to (4-6): 
TABLE Ⅴ 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS UNDER DIFFERENT THRESHOLDS. 

Algorit

hm 

Thresh

old / m 

Points 

after 

compres

sion 

Compres

sion ratio 

/% 

Compres

sion 

time/ms 

Aver

age 

error 

/ m 

Maxim

um 

error/m 

SPM 5 1000039 28.7 36956 1.0 37.9 

SPM 10 833781 40.5 30819 2.6 98.4 

SPM 20 809333 42.3 30418 7.0 192.0 

SPM 30 733875 47.7 30348 12.3 344.1 

SPM 40 702541 49.9 27257 18.0 500.1 

SPM 50 691166 50.7 27309 24.6 770.0 

ISW 5 309160 77.9 39773 1.2 19.9 

ISW 10 210841 85 36654 2.6 26.7 

ISW 20 144700 89.7 30028 5.5 135.6 

ISW 30 116207 91.7 28541 8.3 168.7 

ISW 40 98877 92.9 26343 11.1 188.2 

ISW 50 86939 93.8 25261 13.6 386.1 

ISW-

SPM 

5 449600 67.9 40235 1.3 64.7 

ISW-

SPM 

10 317514 77.4 34811 2.7 95.8 

ISW-

SPM 

20 215680 84.6 33298 5.2 140.4 

ISW-

SPM 

30 169503 87.9 28572 7.5 195.0 

ISW-

SPM 

40 141216 89.9 27286 9.5 224.1 

ISW-

SPM 

50 122492 91.3 25441 11.3 249.4 

It can be seen from Table Ⅴ that after the compression of 

multiple vessel trajectories, different thresholds have great 

influence on the three algorithms. 

IV.  DISCUSSION 

Figure 7 is the three algorithms comparison diagram of 

multiple vessel trajectories. The compression ratios are 

expected that the less the number of points is after the 

compression, the higher the compression ratio would be. The 

compression ratios of the three algorithms go up with the 

increase of threshold value, whereas the compression ratio of 

the ISW algorithm and ISW-SPM algorithm is relatively high 

and stable. The compression ratios of SPM algorithm are 

almost a half that of ISW and ISW-SPM. From the results of 

single vessel compression, we also can find that the ISW-

SPM algorithm can still maintain a good trajectory shape. 

The error of the SPM algorithm increases rapidly with the 

increase of threshold value, especially from 10m. The errors 

of the ISW algorithm and ISW-SPM algorithm are relatively 

low. The algorithm proposed in this paper has the smallest 

and most stable error change rate with the increase of 
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threshold value. Moreover, from the results of single ship 

compression, the ISW-SPM algorithm can still maintain a 

good trajectory shape. 
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(a) Compression ratio 
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(b) Average compression error 
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(c)  Compression time 

FIGURE 7. Comparison of three algorithms in multiple vessel 
trajectories. 

In terms of compression time, when the threshold value is 5m, 

the compression time of the SPM algorithm is significantly 

lower than that of the other two algorithms. With the increase 

of threshold, the compression time of the three algorithms is 

reduced. Among them, the ISW-SPM algorithm has a slow 

descent rate, but the descent rate does not change much. 

When the threshold value is 40m, the compression time of 

the three algorithms is similar. With the increase of the 

threshold value, the compression time of the ISW algorithm 

and ISW-SPM algorithm is significantly lower than that of 

the SPM algorithm. Compared with the high compression 

ratio of other algorithms, the proposed algorithm not only 

obtains better compression accuracy, but also has greater 

advantages in compression time compared with the other 

algorithms. The compression time of the algorithm is about 

6.7% lower than that of the SPM algorithm on 50m threshold, 

because the algorithm constantly compares points in the 

dynamic threshold stage. For the maximum error, it can be 

found that the error increases faster with the increase of 

threshold value and the maximum errors of the SPM and 

ISW algorithm do not accord with the reality when the 

threshold value are 40m and 50m. By comparing the 

compression ratio , average compression error and 

compression time of the three algorithms, it can be found that 

the algorithm inherits the good compression time of the SPM 

algorithm, and the online compression of trajectory needs to 

analyze and process the data online, so the lower 

compression time makes the algorithm have better effect, and 

the reduction of compression ratio makes the data storage 

become the feature point that can accurately reflect the 

trajectory style. 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

(1) Aiming at the online compression of vessel trajectory, 

this paper improves the classic SPM (scan-pick-move) 

compression algorithm, which combines the sliding window, 

and applies it to the vessel AIS trajectory data compression, 

improves the operation efficiency of the computer, and 

provides a theoretical basis for the future processing of the 

vessel AIS trajectory big data, ship motion pattern 

recognition, ship motion feature extraction, single vessel 

behavior research. 

(2) For the improved compression algorithm of SPM, 

window length and distance threshold are recommended. 

Users can choose different compression thresholds according 

to their different compression requirements. The 

recommended threshold can be used as the initial 

recommended threshold for compression, which needs to be 

further adjusted. A related opportunity for future work is to 

devise methods for optimal threshold selection to achieve the 

best trade-off between accuracy and compression ratio for a 

specific ship. 

(3) The experimental results show that the algorithm can get 

a better trajectory pattern, improve the compression 

efficiency and reduce the compression time. Compared with 

the classic Sliding Window algorithm, classic SPM algorithm, 

the improved Sliding Window algorithm, although the 

proposed algorithm’s compression ratio is generally higher 

than that of the improved sliding window algorithm, the 

compression processing efficiency of the proposed algorithm 
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is better. In the aspect of big data processing, AIS trajectory 

data online processing, real-time compression and calculation 

efficiency, SPM algorithm is not as good as the proposed 

algorithm, and the distortion rate of ship trajectory is higher, 

AIS trajectory number is higher according to the behavior 

characteristics of the ship, the retention capacity is 

insufficient. 

(4) As a good research object of big data, AIS data contains 

rich ship navigation laws. With the continuous improvement 

of AIS data collection technology, AIS data magnitude will 

increase explosively. Mining AIS big data reasonably can fill 

the blank of previous expert experience. In the future, when 

dealing with AIS data and extracting the behavior features, 

the multi-dimensional characteristics of ship navigations 

behavior can be used to make the algorithm more targeted to 

extract the key feature points of vessel trajectory, and 

improve the compression ratio and efficiency while reducing 

the compression risk. 
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